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[fu:di] 

describes a person for whom the 

consumption of food and beverages 

considered good, authentic or of high 

quality is of great importance. This 

consumption is raised to the status of a 

hobby.

In short: A Foodie loves eating, drinking 

and going out.
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„
We make FOODIE for young women and men. And 

that goes down well! 

Right from the start the leading culinary lifestyle 

magazine for the young millennium generation.

Our claim is: 

FOODIE - THE trend guide for everyone who wants 

to know what's hip in the scene: 

current recipes, restaurants, foodmovers, drinks, 

wines, travel tips, dates.

“

Gabriele Heins, Editorial management FOODIE
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Food is pop. Food is eaten around the clock and everywhere. Kitchen, bar 

and restaurant become a multi-functional and networked center of life. 

An unbelievable number of trends are working side by side: plant-based 

food next to meat from the surrounding countryside, home cooking next to 

Levant cuisine. Sustainable concepts and really good products are 

celebrated.

FOODIE is a culinary scout for the new "eating aesthetics": food, drinks and 

lifestyle. From homemade to kitchen-must-have. From hot-spot to start-up.

FOODIE is unisex, with direct layout, spectacular photography and clear 

language.
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FOODIE ticks like Foodies
Culinary Scout and Trend Guide



FOODIE has pleasure, culinary and taste in its genes. Because FOODIE 

comes from really good house: THE FEINSCHMECKER family.

Children become adults. They stand on their own two feet and have their 

own style - and that is characterized by curiosity and variety: from "Brutal 

Local" to exotic food from faraway countries.

FOODIE is the entrance ticket to the culinary community:Has strong roots, 

sound know-how and does its own thing.
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From a good family
Foodies are little gourmets



They are an indispensable part of every issue and an absolutely integral 

part of the editorial team: our food bloggers, influencers, YouTuber and 

authors are real taste carriers! 

They scout the latest recipes and start-ups, test hot spots and those who 

want to be, they cook, feast and taste

To our Foddie-Staff belong

Antje De Vries

Max Faber

Stefanie Hiekmann

Stevan Paul

Denise Renée Schuster

Christin Siegemund

and many more
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Writing Foodies for Foodies
Like for example Julia Hermann
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Casual, cheerful, honest
The FOODIE theme mix: Recipes, Food & Drinks
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Casual, cheerful, honest
The FOODIE theme mix: Lifestyle & Hardware, Hot-Spots & Travel



FOODIE goes digital 
foodie.feinschmecker.de & Instagram

In addition to the successful social media channel on Instagram and 

the company's own podcast Aperó on the subject of wine, the 

website now follows.

FOODIE is unisex, with spectacular photography and clear 

language. Now FOODIE also presents itself digitally to the younger 

community. 

Interviews with celebrities not only from the culinary scene can be 

found as well as creative recipes, kitchen hacks or product tests.
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Sneak Preview foodie.feinschmecker.de
Strong rubrics : “Trends & Stories” - “Recipes” - “Kitchen knowledge”
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FOODIE on the web
Instagram and Readly

FOODIE at Readly

A FOODIE edition at Redaly is read about 10,000 times. Average page 

views: 795,223, FOODIE is read with above-average length and 

intensity: Each issue averages over 10.5 minutes.

By the way: URLs are clickable at Readly, - this also applies to ads. On 

average, the links of an issue are clicked on 1,300 times.

FOODIE at Insta

Closely interlaced with the sister magazine DER FEINSCHMECKER, 

FOODIE posts news and trends from the culinary world and of course 

delicious recipes.



Es gibt was auf die Ohren!
Der Podcast

12

Here we go - the FOODIE podcast on wine is here! 

Without any technical jargon, it's all about wine and what makes the 

juice of the vine so indispensable in our lives. 

Be part of it! With a natively spoken commercial break, you become 

part of the podcast. Because: native advertising works!

What does native integration sound like? It’s worth a listen! 

The content of the commercial will be coordinated with you, the 

specific wording remains editorial sovereignty. The FOODIE podcast 

starts with a 4-week frequency.
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https://apero.podigee.io/#latest-episode-player


Foodies are the generation 
"experience something".
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• 57% of FOODIE readers are 

female, 43% male

• 75% live together with their 

partner or family

• 40% have a spacious kitchen 

with high-quality equipment and 

are brand-conscious hobby 

cooks 

• 70% buy quality-conscious - in 

well-assorted supermarkets or at 

the weekly market

• For 97% of readers cooking is a 

social activity - for or with friends

• 76% rate FOODIE with the top 

mark "very good

Foodies are in their mid-20's to late 30's. 

They earn their own money, are not yet 

perfectly equipped - invest and consume:

In a really casual espresso machine, in 

organic wine and good products. In any 

case in quality.

They live sustainability as a matter of 

course. No plastic? No question.

Cooking with friends, going out, travelling, 

posting, drinking, sharing - "together" plays 

a big role. 

Source: Publisher information
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FOODIE – Solitaire among the young food magazines
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FOODIE is the culinary trend and lifestyle guide for 

the generation Insta and a real shooting star from 

the FEINSCHMECKER family! 

FOODIE ticks just like Foodies - speaks their 

language and is part of their scene of bloggers, 

influencers and YouTubers. 

Really good products, hip hot spots, culinary trends 

and high-quality kitchen tools. Drinks and wines for 

all situations as well as exciting culinary start-ups. 

This recipe makes FOODIE unmistakable.

Ad Rate 2023

Publication frequency

quarterly

Copy price

€ 6.50

Ad rate 2023

full page 4c  € 15,300,00

Formats

21,5 cm Width

26,5 cm Height

Print run

50.000 copies

www.foodie.feinschmecker.de

Digital issues on

Click here for schedule and 

further details.

https://jalag.de/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/FOODIE_MediaKit-Print_2023_EN.pdf


Jörg Slama

Leitung Sales Region Nord

T +49 40 22 85 92 99-2

E joerg.slama@jalag.de

Michael Thiemann

Leitung Sales Region Mitte/West/Österreich

T +49 40 22 85 92 99-6

E michael.thiemann@jalag.de

Marco Janssen

Leitung Sales Region Südwest

T +49 40 22 85 92 99-7

E marco.janssen@jalag.de

Jonas Binder

Leitung Sales Region Süd

T +49 40 22 85 92 99-3

E jonas.binder@jalag.de

Nadine Sturmat 

Brand Manager 

T +49 40 2717-2338

E nadine.sturmat@jalag.de

Stefanie Biehler

Brand Manager 

T +49 40 2717-2563

E stefanie.biehler@jalag.de

Contact
We look forward to talking to you...
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Click here for all international contacts and contact details.

https://jalag.de/kontakt/
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